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Ellie Diagnostics and PSIvet Announce Partnership 

Ellie and PSIvet join forces to enhance the diagnostic experience for over 5,500 veterinary 
clinics nationwide. 

 

Dallas, Texas — Ellie Diagnostics announced a new partnership today with PSIvet. Through 
this partnership, Ellie Diagnostics will offer veterinarians access to high-quality diagnostics 
through its network of modern animal reference laboratories. With Ellie, veterinarians can enjoy 
superior customer service and great prices with no contracts or unexpected price increases.  

 

“We’re thrilled to partner with one of the largest and most progressive veterinary organizations 
in the country,” said Mark DeCourcy, CEO at Ellie Diagnostics. “Veterinarians deserve a better 
way to access laboratory testing. Outdated lab contracts need to be replaced with innovation and 
the latest technology. This partnership is helping make that a reality for PSIvet members.”  

 

“We are excited to partner with Ellie Diagnostics. No long-term contracts are required and 
PSIvet members can expect great customer service, quality diagnostic results and competitive 
prices,” said Pat McCarthy, President of PSIvet. 

 

Ellie Diagnostics has an amazing team of dedicated account managers who are completely 
focused on providing all their partners with superior customer service. The Ellie team is 
available to answer any question 24/7 via phone or email ensuring there is never a question that 
goes unanswered. 

 

The Wellie report from Ellie Diagnostics is an innovative tool that offers a numerical score of a 
pet’s health. Veterinarians and pet owners now have a report that demonstrates proof of a pet’s 
wellbeing based on their bloodwork. Ellie is dedicated to transforming animal health by making 
wellness testing more accessible to everyone. 



 

With this partnership Ellie Diagnostics and PSIvet will continue to uphold a personal touch for 
all members. Customers will enjoy Ellie’s superior level support, training resources and 
proprietary suite of advanced software. PSIvet members can now access Ellie Diagnostics’ full 
menu of services.  

 

About Ellie Diagnostics 

Ellie Diagnostics is the largest independent veterinary diagnostics laboratory in the United States 
providing innovative services to veterinarians nationwide. Ellie provides next-day lab results, 
complimentary shipping, pathology consultations, data protection, mobile access to orders and 
results and innovative laboratory reporting. Their comprehensive test menu includes routine lab 
testing, histopathology, cytology, microbiology and a wide variety of specialty tests. To learn 
more, visit www.elliediagnostics.com. 

About PSIvet 

PSIvet is an advocate, consultant and group purchasing organization, which helps independent 
veterinary practices save on pharmaceuticals and other animal health supplies in addition to 
providing integrated business services, training and technology options. 
 

 

 

 


